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DECEMBER 13, 2017  MEETING NOTES 

 

Worthington Schools 

Curriculum Liaison Council 2017-2018 

 
 

Curriculum Liaison Council (CLC) Meetings 
The role of the Curriculum Liaison member is to act as a key communicator between their building membership and the 
district.  The district will provide information on significant topics such as the development of new curriculum, updates 

in testing, district report card results, strategies for improvement, etc.  The CLC’s role is to provide feedback to the 
district which the district will then use in developing or implementing change.  The CLC member will also share best 

practices for engaging parents and also provide direction on any issues on topics they want addressed during the year. 
Finally, the CLC member will act as a liaison and help parents who may have specific concerns regarding their child, 

find information on the district website, and/or connect them with the district administrator that can help them address 
their questions/issues.  The CLC’s role is not to bring individual issues or concerns to the table. 

6:30-8:30 pm in Room 101 

October 11 

December 13 

February 7 (30 minutes prior to State of the Schools Address at WKHS) 

April 11 
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In Attendance: 
Cindi Timmons (Bluffsview); Kristen Klopfer (Colonial Hills); Aimee Wellejus (Evening Street); 
Rebecca Billingslea (Granby); Kelli Davis (Liberty); Heather Baugh (Slate Hill); Amy 
Featherstone (Wilson Hill); Jill Grimm (Worthington Estates); Margie Toy (Worthington Hills); 
Abbie May (Worthington Park); Tami Erickson (KMS); Krist Pinschenat (McCord); Preeta 
Naveen, Jenny Findell (Phoenix); Sara Gallaugher (Worthingway); Diane Kehler (TWHS); Jenn 
Small (WKHS); Jane Rhoades (WO Academy); Emily Laughlin (teacher at TWHS), Casey 
Schreiber (teacher at McCord), Julie Keegan and Jennifer Best (Board of Ed); Angie Adrean, 
Trent Bowers; Kim Brown, Kelly Wegley, Suzanne Palmer, Tricia Palko, Brian Geniusz, Tom 
Kaczmarek, Ben Rule, Lara Ruffing, Kathy Riebel (WEC). 
 
 

Agenda for December 13, 2017 
 

6:30 - 6:35 Welcome and Introductions 
 
6:35 - 7:15 Engaging with Mathematics to Develop Conceptual Understanding, Build Procedural 
Skill and Fluency, and Strengthen Application 
 
7:15 - 8:00 Understanding the MTSS Umbrella and how Worthington is creating a systematic 
change to ensure all students are growing 
  
8:00 - 8:15  Kindle-Connect Walk Initiative 

       
8:15 - 8:30  AFTGOTO 
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Angie Adrean - Welcome 
 
Tom Kaczmarek - Engaging with Mathematics to Develop Conceptual Understanding, 
Build Procedural Skill and Fluency, and Strengthen Application 

● This presentation focused on sharing the alignment of the secondary curriculum to Ohio 
Learning Standards for Mathematics, district Focus Strategies, researched best 
instructional practices, and College and Career Readiness Skills. Teachers from the 
district walked the group through a CPM lesson on Theoretical vs Experimental 
probability. The presentation can be found at 
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1blOhLy3UYNBbB7WBPOG9B_5WVOgHFkOuSHWs
-Aifr-k 

● A math problem put up on the screen, an Ohio State Test 2017 Released 7th Grade AIR 
Question.  Everyone was asked to  come up with one thought of what you find 
challenging about this equation.  Eight tables shared their thoughts. 

● Introduced Emily Lockland (TWHS Math teacher) - Emily spoke about the three pillars 
of CPM: Collaborative learning, problem based learning, and mixed spaced practice. 

○ Cooperative Learning - a teaching strategy in which small teams of students 
use a variety of learning activities to improve their understanding of math.  The 
daily work in study teams allows not only the deeper learning of mathematics, but 
also the practice of important social skills necessary for becoming an effective 
member of the workplace. Many businesses are also looking at “soft” skills of 
new hires. There is almost no NEW research on the effectiveness of cooperative 
learning because its effectiveness is now so widely acknowledged. Research 
shows social interaction increases the ability to learn ideas as well as the 
ability to integrate these new ideas into existing cognitive structures.  The main 
result of all of these tens of thousands of hours of research is that cooperative 
learning is a more effective way than direct instruction for students of all 
ages to learn most concepts—and is especially effective for students 
learning non-linguistic concepts (Qin, op. cit.). 

○ Problem Based Learning - working on problems in order to develop an 
understanding together with a procedure for solving them rather than practicing a 
procedure after being told. Research is showing that students who invented 
strategies to solve problems before learning the standard algorithm, demonstrate 
better knowledge - some research even indicates that being told the rules before 
understanding can interfere with a deeper learning.  This results in a better 
long-term learning. It is now overwhelmingly accepted by the educational 
research community that a lecture is not an efficient way to learn ideas for 
long-term retention and use, even though most students are more comfortable 
with being told a process for solving a problem rather than thinking it through 
themselves. The evidence continues to mount that students of all ages and, more 
importantly, of all ability levels can profit from problem-based learning. Research 

 

https://drive.google.com/open?id=1blOhLy3UYNBbB7WBPOG9B_5WVOgHFkOuSHWs-Aifr-k
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1blOhLy3UYNBbB7WBPOG9B_5WVOgHFkOuSHWs-Aifr-k
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1blOhLy3UYNBbB7WBPOG9B_5WVOgHFkOuSHWs-Aifr-k
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is showing that students who invented strategies to solve problems before 
learning the standard algorithm, demonstrate better knowledge - some research 
even indicates that being told the rules before understanding can interfere with a 
deeper learning.  This results in a better long-term learning.  It is now 
overwhelmingly accepted by the educational research community that a lecture is 
not an efficient way to learn ideas for long-term retention and use, even though 
most students are more comfortable with being told a process for solving a 
problem rather than thinking it through themselves. The evidence continues to 
mount that students of all ages and, more importantly, of all ability levels can 
profit from problem-based learning. The research of the last seven years on 
Problem Based Learning (PBL) has also accepted the view that PBL is a good 
strategy to help students from first grade through college, to retain more 
knowledge from their instruction than they do when they are simply lectured to 
and told a rule or procedure. It seems to be especially true for students learning 
mathematics or science. 

○ Mixed, Spaced Practice -  Mixed practice has students dealing with different 
kinds of problems during a single homework session.  Spaced practice is 
spreading out review sessions over time. In dealing with this mixed homework, 
students now not only need to be able to recall how to solve a particular type of 
problem, but to identify the type as well. Research shows that Spacing provides 
review that improves long-term retention, and mixing [problem types] improves 
students' ability to pair a problem with the appropriate concept or procedure. 
Mixed, space practice can initially feel as though it is slowing down the learning 
process, but it saves time later as retention is stronger and there is less 
reteaching. 

● Introduced Casey Schreiber (McCord Math teacher) - Casey went through Core 
Connections 2 (7th Grade) Lesson 1.2.1, specifically problems 1-50, 1-54 and 1-55.  She 
led it as if she were teaching her students and had teams work through the problems. 
The problems were over probability, introducing the idea of experimental and theoretical 
probability.  She included some of the different team study strategies that CPM 
suggests, such as team consult and whip around.  

 
Kelly Wegley  & Lara Ruffing- Understanding the MTSS Umbrella and how Worthington is 
creating a systematic change to ensure all students are growing 
Here is the link to the presentation: A Multi-Tier System of Supports in Worthington 
Goals for the presentation were to help CLC members 

● Construct their understanding of what a multi-tier system of supports is, including key 
beliefs and components 

● Understand the importance of executive function and develop a more focused 
awareness of their own “jagged profiles” 

● Understand the work Worthington Schools is currently doing in relation to MTSS 

 

https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1Pu2OoXfKS_20ZXvS2PfLcn65AYOz1qo5lvfPQDOOnzM/edit#slide=id.p
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CLC members close-read a short article, focusing on the chart comparing RtI with MTSS.  Big 
ideas that emerged in the follow-up discussion included the following: 

● MTSS is for ALL students 
● MTSS looks at the whole child 
● MTSS is grounded in best practices (we highlighted practices with an effect size of .4 or 

above) in the general ed classroom (we call it Tier 1) 
● MTSS pays attention to problems in the system 
● MTSS emphasizes partnership with the school, home, and community 

Mindshifts with MTSS 
● Universal Design (ex. cartoon -- what "ramps" can we create in our classroom to 

increase access for all?) 
● Above the Line Thinking (ex. video -- where am I right now?) 

○ above the line: open, curious, committed to learning 
○ below the line: closed, defensive, committed to being right 

Executive Functions 
● In addition to academic skills, we are learning more about executive functions (focus & 

attention, impulse control, self-monitoring, problem solving, planning & organization, & 
memory) and their impact on student performance (and our own!) 

● Executive Function is governed by the dorsal lateral prefrontal cortex in the brain.  The 
brain slide reveals that this area takes time to mature (into the early 20s) and that this 
area of the brain is very similar in 5-year-olds and in pre-teens; even teens are still in 
mid-development.  Executive function skills need to be taught and monitored throughout 
schooling.  They are life skills. 

● Taking the brief Personal Executive Function Profile reveals that we all have "jagged 
profiles."  There are areas in which it is easy for us to perform at a high level, there are 
areas in which we have developed coping skills and have to work very hard to perform at 
a high level.  In other words, challenges with a skills such as planning & organization 
persist for a lifetime, but we can learn and practice strategies that help us to perform 
despite those challenges. 

Worthington's Work with MTSS 
● The next two slides (we didn't get to these during the presentation) show the basic 

5-step process we are following and an example of root cause charts we are using to 
help us more effectively intervene with students at the classroom (remember, Tier 1) and 
individual levels. 

● The second-to-last slide offers an overview of our current 3-year plan; we are in the 
middle of year 2. 

 
Angie Adrean 

● Very appreciative to the teachers tonight! 
● Shared the Kindle-Connect Walk Initiative - to be a support, to be visible, to say hi, to 

talk to the kids!  We care about kids, we want to interact with kids and impact kids! AAPD 
divided up as a team, goes out in buildings, into classrooms, to be visible and be 
engaged in the work of the teacher and to monitor the work of our continuous 
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improvement plan, i.e, informational text.  It’s not an evaluation but rather an 
observation; they then write a positive note to the teacher.  This is a way to always stay 
connected with the learning in the classroom. 

● Next CLC meeting, 30 min prior to State of the Schools 
● Please don’t ever hesitate to email if you have questions! 

 
 
 
 
 
 

  
  

         
“To empower a community of learners who will...Change The World!” 

 


